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Abstract—Mutual trust is considered a required coordinating 

mechanism for achieving effective teamwork in human teams. 

However, it is still a challenge to implement such mechanisms in 

teams composed by both humans and AI (human-AI teams), even 

though those are becoming increasingly prevalent. Agents in such 

teams should not only be trustworthy and promote appropriate 

trust from the humans, but also know when to trust a human 

teammate to perform a certain task. In this project, we study 

trust as a tool for artificial agents to achieve better team work. 

In particular, we want to build mental models of humans so that 

agents can understand human trustworthiness in the context of 

human-AI teamwork, taking into account factors such as human 

teammates’, task’s and environment’s characteristics. 

Index Terms—trust, trustworthiness, human-robot teams, 

human-agent, human-AI, hybrid intelligence, HART

I.  I  NTRODUCTION

As technology advances, the understanding that artificial 
agents should collaborate with humans, instead of ultimately 
replacing them, becomes more corroborated and important. 
The idea that humans and Artificial Intelligence (AI) should 
work together comes from the understanding that both entities 
have a set of strengths and limitations, that can complement 
each other. Consequently, they can cover each other’s weaker 
points, becoming stronger together. Hopefully, humans and 
AI can work as teammates, interdependently, helping each 
other. For this to become possible, it is important to explore 
mechanisms that contribute and allow effective teamwork and 
interdependence of human-AI teams. In particular, mutual trust 
is one key driver of effective teamwork in human teams [1]. 
In this project, we want to explore how we can use the 
notion of trust as a tool for prediction for artificial agents, 
when interacting with human teammates. If an agent would 
know how to estimate trustworthiness, it could know what to 
expect from a teammate regarding a task. More specifically, 
the agent would be able to decide when to rely on someone 
(we see reliance as the resulting behaviour of trust evaluation). 
We call artificial trust [2] to the artificial agent’s belief in 
trustworthiness (in particular, human trustworthiness). 

In a dyadic relation between two cognitive agents [3] 
(artificial or human), trust involves two parties, the trustor 
and the trustee, and an action (trusted by the trustor to the 
trustee) that affects a goal (of the trustor) [4]. Trust is dynamic 
and it is affected by several factors, from individual properties
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(both trustor’s and trustee’s characteristics) to environmental 
properties (such as challenges and limitations). Trust can be 
seen as the perceived trustworthiness, where trustworthiness is 
a property of the trustee. In several contexts, including human- 
AI teams, it is not only important that there is trust among 
teammates, but also that this trust is appropriate, i.e., that trust 
corresponds to actual trustworthiness (avoiding understrust 
and overtrust) [5]. Trustworthiness is a complex concept, and 
following the literature it can consist of a set of dimensions 
that range from the trustee’s competence to its intentions [6]. 
Models in slightly different settings propose that trust de- 
pends on how one perceives another’s 1) Ability, Benevolence 
and Integrity [7] (in human organizations), 2) Willingness, 
Competence and Dependence [4] (in multi-agent systems), 
and 3) Performance, Process and Purpose [8] (when the 
human is the trustor and an artificial agent is the trustee). The 
way trustworthiness is perceived can also depend on trustor’s 
characteristics [7] and is usually influenced by external factors, 
which are contextual conditions determining the situation in 
which the task is executed [9], such as environmental configu- 
ration, emotional state, workload, etc. When studying trust in 
human-robot teams, we particularly need to take into account 
that the perception (from a human) of robot’s trustworthiness 
may be influenced by its specific robotic characteristics, such 
as embodiment [10], which may also affect how the agent 
should trust the human. Moreover, trust is dynamic and in 
these teams we also need to consider how trust develops. 
Particularly, teammates may not possess the time to deepen 
their knowledge regarding other’s trustworthiness dimensions, 
making use of swift trust [11], for example. 

Trust has been vastly explored in several contexts in human 
teams (see e.g. [12]–[16]), and recently starts to being investi- 
gated also for human-AI teams (see e.g. [5], [17]–[19]). When 
diving into the perspective of an artificial agent’s trust towards 
other entities, multi-agent systems community has addressed 
several important aspects, mostly when the other entity is 
also an artificial agent (see e.g. [20]–[25]). In particular, it 
is relevant for this work to take into account the models 
that distinguish internal qualities (krypta) of the agents from 
their observable signs (manifesta), to estimate trustworthiness, 
such as done in Falcone et al. [9]. Although there are several 
contributions in 1) how humans trust humans, 2) how agents 
can trust other agents, 3) how humans trust artificial agents 
(see e.g. [26], [27]), and 4) team trust (still recent but growing
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in human-AI contexts), there is little research on how an 
artificial agent should trust its human teammates. However, 
there is some work in this direction, for instance on how an 
artificial agent can detect that a situation requires trust [28], 
[29] and also how an artificial agent can detect whether a 
human is being trustworthy, based on episodic memory [30] 
and social cues [31]. Also, Azevedo-Sa et al. [2] has recently 
proposed a model for trusting tasks in human-robot teams, 
making a clear distinction between natural trust (when the 
trustor is a human) and artificial trust (when the trustee is an 
artificial agent). The focus of the authors’ model is capabilities, 
whereas in this current project we hypothesise that we should 
take more dimensions into account when determining trust. 

Research on how an artificial agent should use the concepts 
of trust and trustworthiness in human-AI teams, as to under- 
stand better their human teammates’ mental models, is still 
preliminary, and this research project aims at filling a part 
of that gap. The main research question of this PhD project 
is: “How can an artificial agent make use of trust in human 
teammates regarding tasks, in order to achieve the team’s 
goals?”. Although we aim at providing general frameworks for 
human-AI teams, our goal is to apply our research to robots, 
such as drones for search and rescue scenarios.

II.  P ROPOSED A PPROACH

To answer our research question, we want to develop 
methods that will allow the artificial agent to both ask for 
help and initiate assistance when teaming up with humans, 
through reasoning about trust. Imagine there is a task (e.g. 
identifying an image that the agent captured). Which teammate 
would do it? How well? Would they need help? Which factors 
should the agent take into account? What should the agent 
do? To allow an agent to answer these questions, we will go 
from conceptually defining our model to later on tuning it 
from data. In particular, we want to use hybrid AI techniques, 
bridging formal (e.g. mental models, beliefs) and machine 
learning models (e.g. Machine Theory of Mind [32]), to decide 
on when and who to trust for a certain task. We want to apply 
these techniques to robots that can update the models based 
on interactions. 

We start by defining human trustworthiness (i.e. what is a 
trustworthy human teammate?) and its dimensions (i.e. what 
influences human trustworthiness, e.g. integrity), in the context 
of human-AI teams, given a task. After knowing which dimen- 
sions are related to trustworthiness, we can form artificial trust 
(which can computationally unfold into other beliefs, such as 
competence and willingness belief [33]). For this, we want 
build machine learning models which, based on behaviour than 
hint to such dimensions, can estimate trustworthiness (e.g., 
learn integrity of a human teammate from observations and 
estimate whether a human teammate will perform a task). 
With such models, we can detect critical points (such as 
very low trustworthiness, meaning a human will likely be 
unreliable regarding a certain sub-task) in the process of a 
human teammate performing tasks. When detecting critical 
points, the artificial agent can act accordingly, adjusting its

actions to the actions of its human teammate, ensuring as much 
as possible the achievement of the team goal (e.g., if the agent 
knows a human will not be able to perform a certain part of 
the process, then it can decide to help the human, ask some 
other human to do it, etc). Consequently, our agent should be 
provided with models that recognize when and who to ask 
for help as well as when its human teammates may need its 
help. This model should be used on robots and learn from 
mistakes of the interactions with human teammates, updating 
itself. Finally, we want to update this model to a real scenario, 
such as drones on urban search and rescue (USAR) or medical 
domains.

III.  P ROGRESS

To define trustworthiness for this project, we started by 
investigating the general dynamics of trust in human-AI 
teams. In such teams, there are several dyadic trust rela- 
tionships (human-human, human-agent, agent-human, agent- 
agent). More important than dyadic trust in teams, is appro- 
priate dyadic trust, i.e. when one teammate’s trust in another 
actually corresponds to the latter’s trustworthiness. We looked 
at the specific beliefs in trust and trustworthiness that affect 
1) an agent’s appropriate trust in a human teammate and 2)
a human’s appropriate trust in an agent teammate, and how 
these beliefs are nested, in [34]. All of these trust beliefs 
contribute to the overall team trust, which we have been further 
investigating in a collaboration with psychology researchers 
and recently submitted a paper. 

To form artificial trust (i.e. the artificial belief in human’s 
trustworthiness, which usually unfolds into competence and 
willingness beliefs [33] when computing trust) regarding a 
human teammate, the agent needs to understand which human 
internal features (the krypta [9]) make a human trustworthy 
(i.e. ability, benevolence and integrity (ABI)), and how these 
can be observed through human behaviour (the manifesta [9]). 
To explore the relationships among these concepts, we de- 
signed, implemented, and ran a study with 54 human subjects 
in which people teamed up with artificial agents for collecting 
products from a supermarket, in a 2D grid online world. We 
have submitted a paper with the results, where we present
a mental model of human trustworthiness, defending that 
an artificial agent can form artificial trust from behaviours 
that manifest ABI. Results also suggest that humans follow 
different strategies, depending on effort and reward, which also 
needs to be considered when assessing human trustworthiness 
for a certain task, in human-AI teams. 

Moving forward, we hope to use the mental model of the 
first experiment, to learn how to interactively estimate human’s 
trustworthiness in teamwork. For this, we will start by ex- 
ploring machine learning models, such as Machine Theory of 
Mind [32] for this problem. We will also further explore which 
social signals may serve as relevant observable behaviour to 
estimate trustworthiness dimensions, so we can apply these 
models to human-robot teams.
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